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Reactions to the lead article in this issue may vary greatly.  Some will findits conclusions surprising, while others will simply find new labels forconcepts they already understand.  Nancy Perry Lubiani and Patricia H.
Murrell apply the concepts of emotional intelligence to judges, including sug-
gestive evidence that judges who are rated best in bar association surveys are
the ones who score highest in emotional intelligence.  Another article follows
up on our Spring 2000 special issue on therapeutic jurisprudence: David
Wexler returns with some specific thoughts on how judges can promote
offender rehabilitation.
We continue our examination of ethical rules governing judicial speech
about pending or impending cases, which
began in our Summer 2000 and Winter 2001
issues.  In this issue we reprint the portions of
the appellate opinion in U.S. v. Microsoft dealing
with the trial judge’s comments to reporters.  In
a future issue, Professor William G. Ross,
whose article on judicial speech was cited by
the Microsoft court, will provide overall guid-
ance for judges on dealing with both the ethical
rules and the media.
The issue includes two essays.  Denver judge
Mary A. Celeste discusses the problem of unli-
censed, illegal immigrant drivers.  Pennsylvania
appellate judge Stephen J. McEwen, a past contributor to our pages, returns
with some thoughts about the war record of Chief Justice John Marshall.
I want to close with a few comments about the work-in-progress that is
Court Review.  This is the 13th issue that we’ve put out since I became the edi-
tor.  It has been a great learning experience for me, and I hope that you’ve
found the issues of interest as well.  I have received some helpful suggestions
recently from some of our Canadian members, and we certainly appreciate sug-
gestions about what would be of interest to you.  The Canadian members
rightly note that articles focused purely on facets of the United States legal sys-
tem are only of limited interest to them.  It’s a difficult problem—even though
we’ve had nice growth in our Canadian membership, it still represents less than
4% of total membership in the American Judges Association.  
We have attempted to meet the interests of our Canadian readers, along with
the rest of our readers, in a variety of ways.  We have increased coverage of psy-
chology and law topics, which cut across national boundaries and affect judges
at all levels.  We have also increased coverage of judicial ethics, having
included something on judicial ethics in three of the past four issues.  We wel-
come your input about topics you would like to see addressed here or authors
you’d like us to invite to write something for the judicial audience.  If you have
thoughts about those subjects or other comments on Court Review, please con-
tact me at sleben@ix.netcom.com.  I hope to hear from you—SL
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